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Abstract—We demonstrate an efficient scheme for mixing and
down-conversion of two orthogonally polarized terahertz beams in
a field effect transistor at frequencies far above frequencies where
the transistor has gain. One signal is applied between gate and
source and the other between drain and source. The mixer is a
field detector with 960 pW/Hz noise-equivalent power at a local
oscillator (LO) power of 8 W. Orthogonal LO and signal power
allows for simple diplexing.
Index Terms—Field-effect transistor (FET), mixer, terahertz
(THz) detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

EVERAL emerging applications for terahertz (THz)
imaging require THz detectors and imagers capable of detecting low levels of THz radiation. At cryogenic temperatures,
hot electron bolometers [1] and transition edge bolometers [2]
are capable of measuring single THz photons, but the cryogenic
cooling requirement precludes most practical applications. At
room temperature, Golay cells and pyroelectric detectors can
detect powers above several 100 pW Hz. These detectors,
however, have too long time constants to enable fast THz
imaging. In contrast, Schottky diode based room temperature
THz detectors provide a fast response and can reach noise
equivalent powers (NEPs) in the range of 4–30 pW Hz [3],
[4].
Schottky diodes can also be used to mix two THz waves (freand ) to the intermediate frequency (IF)
quency
. The advantage of mixing is that a strong local oscillator
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(LO) at one frequency is multiplied with a weak measurement
(M) signal at a second frequency, thereby providing a stronger
transducer input, and increasing the sensitivity. However, the
mixing process in Schottky diodes is “additive” (the output is
).
proportional to the square of the added E-fields
Only a small component of the transducer input is proportional
, and a large component
to the multiplicative term
. In
of the LO (and M) power is dissipated as heat
particular, at high LO powers or signal powers, these additional
signals generate currents, and therefore add noise compared to a
device that is only sensitive to the mixing term. Recently, plasmonic THz field effect transistor (FET) detectors have gained
much attention [5]–[8] as an alternative to Schottky detectors.
A THz signal coupled between the drain (D) and source (S)
self-rectifies by interaction of the two-dimensional electron gas
(2DEG) in the channel with the gate (G) electrode. Direct detectors with room temperature NEPs in the range of 100 pW Hz
have been demonstrated [8], [9] about 1–2 orders of magnitude
worse than the best Schottky diodes.
These detectors can also be used in the additive “heterodyne”
mode [10]. Glaab et al. [11] demonstrated a silicon FET heterodyne mixer with a NEP of 8 fW/Hz at a LO power of only
2 W and IF frequencies between 70 kHz and 24 MHz. For additive mixing, measurement signal (M) and LO are fed to the
same port. Some sort of coupler is required which is typically
afflicted to losses.
Here, we demonstrate a multiplicative mixing architecture:
a modulation-doped FET (MODFET) device with orthogonal
gate-source and drain-source antennas, where the output is
proportional to the product of two incident THz fields. In the
mixing mode, the detector is sensitive to both the magnitude
and the phase difference between the two mixed signals. An
additional direct detection term is generated and may be read
out depending on the operation mode, which is either
or
but not the sum of the two as in the case of additive
mixing. This should reduce the noise caused by DC offsets due
to direct detection signals.
The scheme of multiplicative mixing in FETs allows for
homodyne mixing. In the three terminal FET, the LO signal
and the measurement signal (M) are fed to two different ports
namely the gate-source port and the drain–source port allowing
for distinguishing LO from M, whereas in Schottky diodes,
both signals have to be coupled to one port only. For homodyne
, it is chaldetection in Schottky diodes, where
lenging to distinguish between LO and measurement signal.
The FET geometry, where LO and M signals are orthogonal,
with a wire
also enables loss-free combination of LO and
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grid polarizer. Furthermore, coupling of LO and signal to the
FET can be optimized separately and independently, including
antenna- and RF layout. We briefly review the theory of the
mixing process which is elaborated in detail in [12]. Then
we show experimental results on homodyne detection of two
orthogonally polarized THz beams and compare the results to
direct detection.
II. THEORY
The rectification in FET transistors originates from simultaand the carrier
neous modulation of the carrier velocity
by the AC THz bias,
concentration,
. The AC modulation of the current generates a
. The
DC component as
term
provides a DC component of
[5], [12].
The room-temperature transistor detector used in this paper,
, which is much smaller
is operated at a THz frequency,
than the inverse momentum relaxation time of the carriers in
. The THz fields in
the semiconductor, , such that
the gate region decay quickly, the plasmons are overdamped.
No resonance occurs. The detector is thus operated in the nonresonant regime. In this limit, a THz bias coupled between the
and/or between the drain and source,
gate and source,
creates a DC detector bias of [12]
(1)
with
the DC bias at the gate below
the DC drain-source bias, and
the phase
threshold,
between the DS and GS THz signals. The efficiency, , includes losses at parasitic impedances, such as the access
resistance. The second term in the brackets of (1) describes
the direct detection. A single THz signal applied between the
drain and source generates a DC response of the transistor,
. Coupling two THz signals between drain
, results in
and source,
additive mixing by this term [10]. The first term in the brackets
of (1), however, provides a multiplicative mixing response. The
detection signal is proportional to the product of the gate-source
, and drain-source AC voltage,
. It is
AC voltage,
and
.
sensitive to the relative phase, , between
. No detection
Note that (1) does not contain terms
signal is expected from a single THz signal applied between the
gate and source. This reduces heating and noise as compared
is inevitable.
to additive mixing where a term
However, we discussed in [12] that crosstalk within the device
may lead to coupling of a GS signal to the channel under
appropriate conditions, thus also providing a direct detection
. By appropriate design and DC biasing of
signal
the transistor, the cross talk can be eliminated.
are
If two (ideal) antennas with radiation resistance
used to couple free space THz power to the FET, the response
becomes
(2)

Fig. 1. (a) Micrograph of the sample layout. Two orthogonal bow-tie antennas
are coupled to the device. Only the central part is shown. (b) Schematic of the
experimental setup. The signal in arm1 couples to the DS antenna, the signal in
arm2 couples to the GS antenna.

The direct detection term is proportional to the THz power,
whereas the mixing term is proportional the product of DS and
.
GS THz fields, since
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to couple THz radiation independently between the
gate–source and drain-source, we designed a structure with
two orthogonal dipole-like antennas as illustrated in Fig. 1(a)
and Fig. 2(c). The (Al)GaAs n-type depletion-mode MODFET
layout is almost symmetric concerning the source and drain
contacts and the gate position. This reduces nonlinear effects,
such as asymmetries of the – characteristics, or any undesired rectification processes, such as Schottky-effects by
imperfect source or drain contacts as these effects cancel due
to symmetry. The antenna that is coupled to source and drain
responds to horizontal polarization, the antenna coupled to
gate and source responds to vertical polarization. The upper
arm of the gate-source antenna is shorted with one arm of the
source-drain antenna which we arbitrarily define as the source
side [c.f. Fig. 1(a)]. The other arm is connected to the gate.
The antenna-device system was simulated with the commercial finite element method electromagnetic simulation software
COMSOL multiphysics. Fig. 2(a) shows the simulated power
coupling performance compared to the measured device responsivity versus frequency. The experimental antenna resonance
appears at 0.36 THz, close to the theoretically determined value
of 0.325 THz. The radiation resistance at the resonance frequency of 0.325 THz was determined to 540 [see Fig. 2(b)].
The cross talk (mututal coupling), i.e. the power of a signal with
vertical polarization that couples to the antenna with horizontal
alignment is shown in green in Fig. 2(a). A cross talk isolation
of 20 dB is found at the theoretical resonance frequency.
Most measurements were performed between 0.308 and 0.42
THz, matched to the resonance frequency of the device. The
gate is about 1 m long and about 5.5 m wide. Due to these
large dimensions, any rectification caused by the gate Schottky
contact should be negligible. The remotely-doped channel is 57
nm below the gate. In order to reduce the crosstalk of the two
signals within the device, a small reverse bias is required. At
the optimum bias (around 0.65 V), no detector response is obtained for a GS signal when no DS signal is present, in agree1.25 V.
ment with (2). The transistor threshold bias is
The source and drain contacts behave ohmically but show a
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Fig. 2. (a) Measured responsivity of the device (black dots) compared to the
simulated coupling efficiency of the THz power to the device (blue line with
hollow squares). The simulated data are scaled to match the experimental data.
The simulated cross talk is shown in green. (b) Simulated real and imaginary part
of the impedance of the antenna-filter system. (c) Simulation area. The cloverleave like filter structures terminate the antenna arms.

source-drain (DC) resistance of 9.3 and 18 k at
V
V, reflecting large access and contact reand
at
sistances. The channel resistance is calculated to be 1.8
V. We estimate an upper limit for the RC cut-off freGHz [12]. An amplifier (SR560) with an amquency
plification factor of 10 or 100 and a high-pass filter, blocking
frequencies below 10 Hz is used prior to lock-in detection.
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(b). The horizontally polarized THz beam generated by a frequency-multiplied
microwave oscillator is equally split by a 45 oriented wire
grid polarizer. Subsequent vertical (V-Pol) and horizontal
(H-Pol) wire grids provide a horizontally polarized beam in
arm1 aligned with the source-drain antenna of the device and a
vertically polarized beam in arm2 for exciting the source-gate
antenna. A delay stage is included in arm1. The two beams are
combined by a non-polarizing beam splitter or a vertical wire
grid (BS) and focused onto the sample by a parabolic mirror
(PM). A hyper-hemispheric, high-resistivity silicon lens is used
to enhance the coupling of the free space radiation to the device.
A mechanical chopper for lock-in detection is introduced in
either arm1 or arm2 or directly in front of the source.
As the beams in arm1 and arm2 are orthogonally polarized, no
interference fringes should appear by tuning the stage in arm1,
in contrast to a Michelson interferometer. This was confirmed
with a polarization-insensitive detector. Only small oscillations
were found, attributed to reflections and stray light of the highly
coherent THz signal. The orthogonal polarization in the two
arms allows for practically loss-free combination of the two signals by a polarizer (wire grid).
In order to be sensitive only to the mixing part described by
Hz the GS signal (arm2)
the first term in (2), we chop
only. This way, only
is modulated (mixing mode), the direct detection response according to (2) remains unmodulated
and is not detected by the lock-in. The power in the GS arm
was attenuated by adding two further wire grids in the path as

Fig. 3. (a) Normalized detected signal at 0.310 THz for chopped GS power
(arm2) versus angle of the center polarizer (CP) relative to outer wire grids (P)
as shown in the inset. Black squares: measured field detection response of the
FET for varying the GS power. Red circles: Response of a power-law detector
(Thomas Keating photo-acoustic power meter). Theoretical curves are included
for both cases. (b) FET detection signal at 0.373 THz versus THz power. Green
circles: Mixing mode signal (GS power chopped). The detection signal is proportional to the square root of the power fed to the GS antenna. The LO power
(DS signal) is 8 W, limited by the setup. Black squares: Direct detection signal:
the DS signal (arm1) is chopped, the GS (arm2) is blocked. The FET detector
shows a linear power response.

illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(a) clearly shows the
-dependence of a field detector (black squares). As the
and
,
mixing term in (2) depends on the product of
a similar curve is obtained if the power in arm1
is
altered, although this beam is not modulated. In particular, the
detected signal vanishes by blocking the power in either DS- or
GS arm as expected from (2). In this “mixing” mode, the FET
mixes a (strong) local oscillator (LO) DS signal with the GS
signal. As a control, we repeated the measurement with a polarization-insensitive Thomas Keating detector. This shows the exdependence of a power detector when varying the
pected
GS power, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a), circles. The setup can also
be used to drive the FET as direct power detector by blocking
the GS signal and chopping the DS signal, i.e. modulating
only (direct detection mode). In that case, the transistor provides
for the same attenuation setup in the
a read-out signal as
DS arm (arm1) as expected for a power detector.
Similar measurements of both the mixing term and direct detection at 0.373 THz versus power are shown in Fig. 3(b). In
, there is no
the mixing mode, the detector response is
. This clearly shows that the cross talk
linear contribution
of GS power to the channel was eliminated by an appropriate
device structure and DC gate bias. Using the maximum available LO power of 8 W, a noise floor of 120 pW at 0.125 Hz
lock-in bandwidth is achieved in the mixing mode. The direct
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detection signal is proportional to the DS power, as expected
from the direct detection term in (2). The noise floor for direct
detection is 44 nW, 360 times higher than the mixing detection
at these settings. From the values presented above, the mixing
NEP is about 0.96 nW/Hz and the direct detection NEP is about
130 nW Hz. This relatively large noise floor is due to the lack
of impedance matching of antenna and sample and the relatively
, mainly caused by
high (DC) resistance of the sample of 18
a high access resistance. This causes a thermal noise amplitude
nW Hz for direct detection and
of an estimated
W for this detector,
0.11 nW/Hz for mixing with
where
is the thermal voltage noise and
is the
responsivity of the detector. The theoretical value for direct detection is only a factor 3 smaller than the measured value of 130
nW Hz. Additional noise could have originated from drifts
of the gate bias of the device and stray noise received by the
detector from other noise sources, such as power supplies and
such alike. The mixing noise scales as the square of the direct
detection noise. A factor of 3 higher noise floor for direct detechigher noise floor for mixing,
tion results in a factor of
nW/Hz
nW/Hz. This is
providing an
very close to the experimental value of 0.96 nW/Hz. The noise
floors for direct detection and mixing are in good agreement.
This first generation device had not been optimized for
impedance matching and shows a very high access resistance.
For an ideal device, the coupling efficiency can theoretically
, since 30% of the power is rereach (1–30%)
flected by the silicon lens and 50% of the power is transmitted
to the load for the impedance matched case. The simulated
, similar
coupling efficiency for a device resistance of 10
to the experimental value, is only 5.6% due to impedance
mismatch. The direct detection results shown here can be
improved by a factor of 6.25 simply by lowering the device
resistance for impedance matching of antenna and device. A
lower device resistance also results in lower thermal noise since
. For
the (direct detection) noise power is proportional to
, the direct
the impedance matched case of
detection noise would be lowered by a factor of 4.4, providing
a total improvement of the NEP by a factor of 6.25 4.4 28
for direct detection, and a factor of 750 for mixing. A substantial part of the RF power is also lost at the relatively large
access resistance of the device. For further improvement of the
NEP, the intrinsic responsivity of the detector element can be
significantly improved by careful optimization of the device
parameters, such as larger channel doping, smaller channel
depth and optimized device geometry [12]. As the device
architecture is -on principle- similar to other antenna coupled
FET rectifiers and mixers, an optimized multiplicative mixer
should be able to provide similar NEPs than those mentioned
in the literature [11]. With the design presented in this paper,
however, LO and M can be combined loss-free improving
the device performance. The values presented in the literature
did not yet reach any theoretical limit. In [12], we estimate
pW Hz and
ideal direct detection noise floors in the
mixing noise floors in the sub–aW/Hz range for LO powers
around 1 W, however, assuming that thermal noise is the
dominant noise term. Thus, FET mixers can be competitive to
state-of-the-art Schottky diodes.
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Fig. 4. Deconvoluted bias generated by the FET detector for chopped GS signal
versus delay of the DS signal. Except a small offset, the response agrees well
with the cos '-dependence described by term 1 in (2). To exclude artifacts, the
green circles show the same measurement with the DS beam chopped and the
GS beam blocked (direct detection mode of the DS signal).

A mixer allows for measuring both field amplitude, as shown
in Fig. 3(b), and phase, as illustrated in Fig. 4. To verify the
, of the DS arm was
phase sensitive detection, the delay,
varied by the stage in arm1, while the GS signal in arm2 was
chopped (mixing mode). Taking both the lock-in phase and amplitude into account, we can reconstruct the bias generated by
, is introduced
the rectification process. The phase,
between DS (arm1) and GS (arm2) by tuning the delay stage.
, as
The read out signal was found to be proportional to
expected from (2). To exclude artifacts, the measurement was
repeated with a photo-acoustic power law detector and with the
FET in the direct detection mode, where the FET only receives
the signal in the delayed arm. In both cases, only a slight oscillation of the detected signal was found, attributed to reflections
of the highly coherent CW signal within the setup.
Phase-sensitive detection, as illustrated in Fig. 4, is important
for (continuous-wave) distance determination and 3D image reconstruction [13], as the phase provides depth information. Orthogonally polarized local oscillator and measurement signals,
as shown here, allow for simple diplexing of both beams, for instance with a wire grid.
The FET can also be operated in a heterodyne detection
mode by feeding signals with a slightly different interme, to source-drain
and
diate frequency (IF),
, resulting in a time-dependent
gate-source
. A large value for
suppresses
phase
-noise of the FET and amplification
contributions from
circuit.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we presented experimental results for multiplicative mixing at THz frequencies in a MODFET. We demonstrated mixing of two orthogonally polarized THz beams in a
homodyne detection mode by coupling the signals to an orthogonal set of drain–source and gate-source antennas. Despite a
fairly high device impedance and no impedance matching to
the antenna, we achieved 960 pW/Hz NEP. The mixer detects
both field amplitude and relative phase between the two beams.
Improvement of the design, such as impedance matching of the
antenna to the device and a reduction of losses caused by a
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large access resistance should allow the reduction of the noise
floor and strongly improve the responsivity to values competitive with Schottky diodes. As LO signal and measurement signal
are orthogonally polarized, loss-free combination of LO and
measurement beams by a wire grid was demonstrated.
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